Overseas Training Event for IEEE participating Universities of Pakistan

Institution of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has been offering its top-of-the-line product, IEEE Xplore to the members of Higher Education Commission (HEC) since 2005. The contents of the IEEE Xplore are extremely sought-after the world over. Due to the availability of the IEEE Xplore, the academic institution of Pakistan in the fields of engineering and computer sciences got the access to premier engineering innovations from all over the world. As a direct consequence of this access, the research activity in the IEEE participating institutions have risen manifold. At this moment 33 universities of Pakistan are subscribing to IEEE Xplore.

IEEE has keenly observed this trend among the Pakistani universities and in an effort to further enhance their excellent professional collaboration with HEC has offered to train the librarian/Institutional representative of all HEC consortium members in specially arranged sessions during SLA-AGC conferences with a passage of time.

1st PHASE:

This year IEEE shall be making training arrangements for 10 librarians/Institutional representative, one each from a university from the existing 33 IEEE participating universities of Pakistan. Universities will be selected by IEEE management keeping in view the usage statistics of the universities for the year 2009. IEEE shall send the names of these selected universities to HEC Digital Library in the first week of February 2010 giving enough time to provide the names, scanned copies of their passports and a coloured photo in jpg for necessary visa requirements. Once the visas are arranged the same will be delivered to HEC Digital Library along with the air tickets for necessary distribution at HEC end. IEEE will also pay for their accommodation on twin-sharing basis.

2nd PHASE:

IEEE will select another 10 universities (nine new and one again from the already trained from the last year) and sponsor a special training event during SLA-AGC 2011. The basis of selection of the universities will again be the usage statistic for the year 2010. IEEE will take acre of their return air-ticket and hotel accommodation in addition to arranging of the visas for the participants.

3rd PHASE

IEEE will again select another 10 universities (eight from the remaining and one each again from the already trained from the last years of 2009 & 2010) and sponsor a special training event during SLA-AGC 2012. The basis of selection of the universities will again be the usage statistic for the year 2011. IEEE
will take acre of their return air-ticket and hotel accommodation in addition to arranging of the visas for the participants.

4TH PHASE

IEEE will select all the remaining universities (maximum 10) including newly added universities during previous years, and one each again from the all the previous selected universities from 2010-2012. As usual IEEE will sponsor a special training event for the Pakistani universities during SLA-AGC 2013. The basis of selection of the universities will again be the usage statistic for the year 2012. IEEE will take acre of their return air-ticket and hotel accommodation in addition to arranging of the visas for the participants.

IEEE wishes all the participating universities good luck and wishes to interact with all of them in person during the coming years.

For further information please contact Digital Library team.